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200 Apideas. 80+ colonies and 40+ nucs

Raise 400+ queens per season



•Getting started 

•Day to day management.

•Troubleshooting

•Top tips



Equipment

Shop around. Prices vary.

Ireland, Ben Harden, Wexford 

Jim Carroll, Ardee

UK best price – SIPA £21 +vat + carriage 

Europe – Swienty and others. 22 Euro + carriage

Sold in cases of 18



Why use Apideas as opposed to other cheaper 

forms of mating nuc?

•Not too big, not too small

•Removable feeder

•Good density polystyrene

•Easy to fill via sliding floor

•Dedicated slot for inserting queen cell

•Frames have side bars

•Easy to expand





Pre-season starts around early March

•Fumigate combs with 80% acetic acid

Clean Apidea bodies with Virkon or similar. 

Scrape propolis.

•Why do many Apidea users not reuse the 

better combs from the previous season?

•Set up stands

•Get colonies ready to produce drones at 

mating sites – insert drawn drone combs by 

mid April.

•Grafting can start late April in a good 

season if drone production is well advanced.



 Timing is critical

 12 day cycle from graft to 
emerged queen

 Cells need to be caged by day 
9 and inserted on day 11

 Cells can be moved to an 
incubator on day 5 from grafting 
once they have been capped.



Bottlenecks – limiting 
factors in production

 How many larvae can one person graft?

 How many cell starter colonies do you 
need? Approx 1 or 2 per 50 Apideas

 How many Apideas can one person check 
per week?

 How many colonies do you need for filling 
Apideas?

 How many queens can one person mark 
and cage per day?

 How many Apideas can you afford to buy?

 How many hours are you prepared to work 
per week?



The Mating site

•Area must be saturated with 

drones

•Must have shade

•Protection from wind

•Preferably isolated or distant from 

non Amm colonies.







Filling Apideas

-use young bees. Take from the supers or 

shake from a frame with open brood.

-measure out the correct amount of bees. 

Don’t overfill or skimp on the bees.

-filter out drones if the origin of the bees is 

uncertain.

-can use part drawn comb. 1 full frame, 1 half 

frame, 1 undrawn frame

-fill in one apiary and then move to another to 

avoid loss through drifting back to hive of 

origin





Virgin queen
vs queen cell
 Virgin is put in first and a scoop of wet bees is 

dropped on top. leave closed for 2 days then 

open at mating site

 The virgin can be pre-marked

 When starting with a ripe queen cell, don’t 

open the Apidea to let bees fly freely until the 

virgin queen has emerged from the cell.

 With an established Apidea containing bees 

and brood, it is easier to insert a ripe queen cell 

after removal of the previous mated queen.

 Success rate slightly better starting with a VQ



Feeding apideas – watch 

the weather. The level of 

stores can change quickly

•Fondant

•Syrup

•Wetted sugar

•Redistribute stores from clogged 

apideas to light ones



Push Pin system

Yellow – queen cell

Green – virgin queen

White – mated queen

Blue – wrong number of bees

Red – problem, check soon



Record keeping – record sheet under 

the Apidea lid

-queen grafted from

-date introduced

-date emerged

-size of queen

-mating location

-date eggs seen

-notes made during Apidea inspections



Record keeping

•Use a notebook.

•Keep a careful record of grafting dates, queens grafted from 

and the expected emergence date of the virgins.

•Be careful with the cells in the incubator if you have batches of 

different ages.



Routine for checking apideas – avoid tinkerman syndrome!

•Check queen has emerged 48 hours after inserting queen 

cell. Replace cell if queen has not emerged. Change pin.

•Next check should be in 10-12 days to see if eggs are 

present. If weather has been very bad it may be necessary 

to check stores. Hefting is sufficient so no need to open 

up.

•If eggs are present, the next check should be 10-12 days 

after that to check brood pattern. Put on the queen 

excluder. The queen can be removed and sold/used at this 

point.

•Rhodes and Denney research says new queens have a 

better acceptance rate on introduction when they are over 

a month from emergence.



•Based on individual ownership of Apideas. Each person is 

responsible for looking after his/her Apideas.

•Grafting is done by just two people

•Members have  100-150 apideas between them

The Minnowburn queen rearing group



Aim for 3 queens per unit

An Apidea costs around 

£20

A queen is worth £30-£40

A very good investment



Queen 
Cages



Overwintering apideas

•Works best with a double 

or triple unit. Should be 

packed with bees

•Food consumption is very 

low, maybe 2-3 lbs

•Poor success rate if there 

is a prolonged very cold 

spell

•Very useful to have a few 

queens in April to replace 

drone layers.



Troubleshooting Apidea problems
•Wasps

•Emerging bees showing signs of hybridisation

•Bees abscond

•Queen disappears

•Not enough bees

•Too many bees

•Bees make their own queen cell

•Too full of stores

•No stores/starvation

•laying workers

•Queen cell does not hatch

•Damage



Laying workers develop quickly in an apidea



Top tips
•Fill the apidea from your Q+ cell raiser colony. 

Bees above the excluder should be Q- and free of 

drones

•Swap position of overpopulated and 

underpopulated Apideas when each has a new 

queen cell.

•Use sugar for feeding in an emergency. Wet it.

•When combining apideas, protect the queen 

using the small JZBZ cage.

•Use the bees from a varroa sugar roll to fill your 

apidea

•Make your own queen excluders

•transfer a frame of brood into a broodless 

Apidea. Makes it less likely to abscond.

•Paint your apideas





That’s all folks!

Jonathan Getty: native-queen-bees.com


